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About the Programme
Institute of Public Enterprise (IPE), Hyderabad is organizing a two-day Board Orientation
Programme for Directors under the agies of National Foundation for Corporate Governance
(NFCG), an initiative by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs, GoI. In the changing pressures and
dynamics of business boards have herculean task to accomplish. In pursuit of good corporate
governance, directors encounter a host of new challenges and risks. Constant change in rules of
the game due to integration of global markets, emergence of knowledge economies, innovative
technologies, cut throat competition and legal regulations make the governance job more
complicated and challenging. In this back drop, a two day board orientation program for
directors is planned to supplement the existing know how of board management. The above
programme is designed to enable a comprehensive understanding of the broad context in which
boards operate and the responsibility that comes with the board mandate.

Programme Objectives
The main objectives of the induction are as follows:
• Defining the dimensions of future boards in the light of prevailing board room process
and practices
• To build core competencies in the dynamic functioning of the boards
• The Board’s liability – the Indian perspective in the context
• Director’s responsibility statement
• Corporate Governance Code - Performance evaluation to executives
• Related parties transactions

Programme Contents
It is proposed to cover the following topics during the two day induction programme on boards:
The role of the Board
• How the Board works?
• Corporate Governance and boards
• Government Policy on Corporate Boards
• Financial Literacy for boards
• Responsibilities and expectations of members
• International experience in the corporate world
• Legal framework
• Risk Management and whistle blower policy
• Corporate social responsibility and its wider scope under the new Companies Act.

Target Group

The programme would welcome the participation of Directors, Senior and Middle Level
Executives, government officials in the public and private sector, future company secretaries and
other professionals associated with boards.

